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A New Story: Unifying Derry~ Londonderry, Northern Ireland U.K.’s 
Competing Narratives 

Derry 
We recognize that our cultural and political 

traditions approach the past from divergent places 
and that the truth itself can be lost in translation… 
we plan to use our Cultural Programme to define a 

new narrative through purposeful enquiry which 
will allow for alternative views and ideas to be 

absorbed and considered. 
-Derry~Londonderry’s City of Culture UK 2013 bid 

Londonderry 
 Traditionally Protestant (50%) 1, “loyal” to the United 
Kingdom [Loyalist] (21%) 2. Reside primarily on the 
“waterside” and in the Fountain neighborhood.  

 
 

 Traditionally Catholic (43%) 1, supportive of inclusion 
in the Irish Republic [Republican/Nationalist] (74%) 2. Main 
residents of  the Bogside neighborhood and  “cityside.” 

  
 

 By integrating the emotional realities of the 
separate narratives into one that celebrates its 

diversity yet promotes trust and bridges between the 
now separate communities, can Derry not only to 

successfully “rewrite” its past, but redirect its 
economic and social future?  

 
 Such groups as the Culture Company, ILEX, the Holywell Trust, 
the Derry City Council, and others, are now working to prove it can.  

 When the city walls were built during the Plantation of 
Ireland in the 17th century, the planters tagged London onto 
the existing name ‘Doire’ (Derry) to emphasis its allegiance, 
much like ‘New England.’  
 In 1689, Catholics laid siege to the Protestant city of 
Londonderry following the Shutting of the Gates by 13 
young men, an even still celebrated by city Protestants.. 105 
days later, British soldiers ‘relieved’ the city, and the 
Protestants have held political control ever since. 

 Though in the minority of voters and  thus elected 
officials [DUP and UUP], this community arguably holds 
the political power as supporters of UK inclusion. 
 Membership of the Orange Order and the Apprentice 
Boys Association, celebrating the triumph of Protestants in 
the Plantation of Ulster. 
   

 The name ‘Derry’ comes from the traditional Irish 
name ‘Doire’, as the area was known prior to plantation. 
 During the Plantation, Catholics were forced to settle 
outside the city walls, mostly in the “Bodside.” Lacking 
political power, the area was and continues to be among the 
poorest in the city.  
 During the Troubles  and Bloody Sunday (30 Jan, 
1972), Catholic Republicans fought Protestant Loyalists and 
the British army in one of Ireland’s bloodiest decades.    
  
  
   
  

 Politically, this community tends to be represented by 
the SDLP and Sinn Fein. The defining difference of these 
groups is their stance with/against the political paramilitary 
group the Provisional IRA. 
 The main celebrations tend to center on remembrance 
of the Troubles and Irish Republican pride; less emphasis is 
placed on Catholicism. 

A New Story 
City of Culture 

 In 2010, Derry ~Londonderry won its bid for UK City of Culture 2012. 
In this bid, Derry proposed a ‘holistic’ approach to regeneration that focused 
on unification, shared memories, and a celebration of Derry~Londonderry 
as one city worthy of collective pride. “City  of Culture” programs and 
events will “bridge the gap” between the two communities and invite to 
celebrate their history together – not as Catholics or Protestants, but as 
citizens. Oriented to the arts and technology, programs include concerts and 
various education initiatives: 
  ‘Portrait of a City,’ which invites local professional and amateur 
photographers to contribute to a city-wide photo archive.   ‘A 
Digital Book of Kells’, created by local children at the Nerve Center to 
develop digital illustration and animation skills.  
   ‘Music City!’, a call out to local musicians to add their street 
performances to a city-wide, free summer music festival.  

 The One Plan 
 Launched in 2010, the ONE Plan serves as a leading models of many 
groups’ cooperative effort to put forth real change in the various  economic, 
social, and physical sectors of Derry~Londonderry. 
 Each of its five ‘themes’ addresses a main realm in need of 
redevelopment: Employment & Economy, Education & Skills, Building 
Better Communities, Health & Well Being, Sustainable & Connected City 
Region.  
  Our Vision of a Competitive, Connected, Creative  and Caring 
city… pledges to Mainstream equality and build good relations; embed 
sustainability; change patterns by growing the local economy; build 
genuine partnership; focus on people, particularly our children and young 
people; tackle root causes; implement targeted actions; and change how we 
do business. 
 + 12,900 new jobs, £500m additional GVA, and £185m fiscal 
improvement 2020 onwards. 

Sources: 1. 2009-2010 Continuous Household Survey 2. Derry City Council Section 75 Statistics: Summary of 2005 Election results. 3. bbc.co.uk  
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